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This paper presents an experimental investigation of small-scale model
airframe noise at various Reynolds numbers up to the real-flight case. The
study consists of data acquired with a microphone array in the European
Transonic Windtunnel (ETW). The advantage of the ETW is to enable testing simultaneously at cryogenic temperatures and increased pressure levels,
which extends the range of achievable Reynolds numbers up to those pertaining to full-scale flight conditions. At the German Aerospace Center
(DLR), the microphone-array measurement technique has been further developed to perform measurements under combined cryogenic and pressurized conditions. For this purpose, a microphone-array consisting of 96 microphones was designed and constructed. In this paper, aeroacoustic results
are presented for various Reynolds numbers up to the real-flight case on
an Airbus K3DY half-model of scale 1:13.6. The results showed significant Reynolds number and Mach number dependency for various sources.
Of particular note are various dominant sources appearing on the flap at
real-flight Reynolds numbers. To the authors knowledge, this is the first
time that airframe noise data for a small-scale model have been acquired
at real-flight Reynolds numbers.
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angle-of-attack
mean aerodynamic chord length
adiabatic index
angular frequency
density
acoustic density fluctuations
speed of sound
length scale
Young’s modulus
steering vector
frequency
full scale frequency
conjugate transpose
acoustic intensity
Sound pressure level
molar mass
Mach number
number of microphones
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pstat
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static pressure
acoustic pressure fluctuations
spectral cross-correlation matrix
R̂ with diagonal term set to zero
molar gas constant
dynamic pressure
distance source to observer
reference distance
Reynolds number based on δ
Strouhal number based on δ
delay-and-sum array output
standard deviation
temperature
free stream velocity
spatial coordinates
focus point vector

Introduction

The use of phased microphone arrays to acquire acoustic data of scaled models in standard wind tunnels with a closed test section has become a standard measurement technique.
As shown by Stoker1 , results obtained in a standard wind tunnel show differences when
compared with results obtained from real flight tests: these differences can be attributed
to lack of model-fidelity, installation effects, a discrepancy in Reynolds number, and to the
applicability of the assumptions made in phased array processing. The present paper will
address the effect of the Reynolds number in such measurements.
Aerodynamic measurements are often performed in cryogenic and/or pressurized wind tunnels which are capable of achieving real-flight Reynolds number flows; conventional wind
tunnels cannot generally achieve real-flight Reynolds numbers. Aeroacoustic measurements,
however, have so far not been performed at real-flight Reynolds numbers on a small-scale
aircraft model (i.e. under combined cryogenic and pressurized conditions).
Promising studies have been carried out in the past under different conditions. Hayes2
performed measurements under pressurized conditions up to 466 kPa, where the results indicated that aeroacoustic source mechanisms depend on the Reynolds number, especially at
high frequencies. However, as remarked by Stoker et al.,3 even pressurized wind tunnels can-
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not generally achieve real-flight Reynolds numbers. Consequently, Stoker successfully carried
out measurements in a combined mildly cryogenic and pressurized environment at temperatures down to 226.5 K as a proof-of-concept study. But to achieve real-flight Reynolds
numbers (the increase in Reynolds number is especially pronounced at lower temperatures),
measurements have to be carried out in a fully cryogenic environment down to temperatures
below 120 K.
In a first step, as previously presented by the author4, 5 , the microphone array measurement
technique for cryogenic application down to 100 K has been developed and successfully applied to a high-lift configuration. Those measurements took place at the DNW cryogenic
wind tunnel located at the DLR Cologne site (Kryo-Kanal Koeln, DNW-KKK).
For the next step, this paper will focus on acquiring aeroacoustic data in an environment
which is both pressurized and fully cryogenic. The facility of the European Transonic Windtunnel GmbH (ETW) can provide real-flight Reynolds numbers by virtue of both decreased
temperature and increased pressure. Preliminary aeroacoustic tests under combined cryogenic and pressurized conditions were conducted by the author6 at the Pilot-ETW (PETW),
a small scale wind tunnel at the ETW site used for research and proof testing. Here,
the technical feasibility of performing aeroacoustic measurements within the operated total
static pressure and temperature range has been demonstrated on a cylinder as an aeroacoustic source and the results showed significant Reynolds number dependency.
In this study, acoustic array measurements performed at the ETW wind tunnel are described
for various Reynolds numbers in the range 1.23 · 106 to 22.18 · 106 (based on the aerodynamic
chord length) using an Airbus K3DY half model of scale a 1:13.6 in high-lift configuration.

II.

Sensor Calibration for different temperatures and static
pressures

For measurements in an environment which is both pressurized and fully cryogenic, the
type of sensor used for the microphone array should be able to withstand the harsh conditions
and, most importantly, the dependence of its frequency and phase response at the various
pressures and temperatures should be known. In this section, the Brüel&Kjær cryogenic-type
sensor of type 4944A is introduced and measurements on its amplitude and phase response
are presented and evaluated.
At ambient conditions, high precision condenser microphones show a linear frequency response. However, this response does not maintain its frequency response when temperature
and static pressure are varied. Until now, this non-linear response has only been investigated
separately for each of temperature and static pressure variation. Tests on Brüel&Kjær type
4136 microphones at various static pressures were conducted by Boeing8 and showed some
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rather dramatic frequency response characteristics at high pressures. Those measurements
culminated in the design of the special sensor type 4138-W-001, which shows a less dramatic
frequency response. Tests on Brüel&Kjær sensor type 4944 at various temperatures were
performed by Brüel&Kjær and the ETW GmbH, from which the new cryogenic-type sensor
4944A arose. This microphone type served as a reference for the temperature calibration of
the microphones used for the microphone array measurements in the DNW-KKK.4
In this work, a calibration measurement was performed using four 1/4-inch Brüel&Kjær
cryogenic condenser microphones of type 4944A. The measurements were performed in a
cryogenic vessel at the ETW site. Figure 1 shows a photo of the supporting device with
the four microphones inside the opened cryogenic vessel. Each microphone was attached
to an individual temperature sensor. Additionally, an electrostatic actuator was positioned
directly over the microphone membrane. Due to the electrostatic excitation no acoustic insulation was needed inside the vessel.
The advantage of electrostatic excitation is that in the range of our conditions the influence of temperature and static pressure on the produced excitation is negligible. As can
be seen in the specifications9 , the produced excitation is dependent of frequency while the
dependence on static pressure and temperature is captured by the dielectric constant. The
dielectric constant, however changes only slightly10 from 1.00055 (100 kPa and 290 K) to
1.00556 (450 kPa and 120 K) which leads to a negligible difference in ∆Lp of 0.04 dB.

Figure 1. Photo of the supporting device with the four microphones inside the opened cryogenic vessel.

The frequency response was measured under combined cryogenic and pressurized conditions
with an excitation signal (sinusoidal sweep) in the range from 500 Hz to 100 kHz. The static
pressure was varied in six steps from 110 kPa to 450 kPa and the temperature was altered in
7 steps in the range of 290 K to 120 K. The temperature was measured using Pt100-sensors
mounted on the microphone housing.
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The average frequency response of the four microphones had only a small standard deviation for all measurement points and frequencies up to 70 kHz. Thus the mean value of the
amplitude frequency responses of the four microphones will be used in the following. The
figures 2–4 show amplitude responses in decibels normalized to the amplitude response at
T = 290 K and pstat = 110 kPa.
Figure 2 shows the results for T = 290 K and various static pressures from 110 kPa to
450 kPa. For increased static pressures, an increased frequency dependency can be observed.
The shape of the response curves becomes wavy and a change in response that goes from
+2.9 dB to −14.7 dB at a static pressure of 450 kPa. Each frequency response curve shows
one maximum (in the range of 20 kHz to 22 kHz) and one minimum (in the range of 53 kHz
to 60 kHz).
Figure 3 shows the results for pstat = 110 kPa and various temperatures from 120 K to 290 K.
When temperature is decreased, an increased frequency dependency can also be observed
and the shape of the response curves becomes wavy with changes from +7.5 dB to −8.7 dB
with increased frequency at a temperature of 120 K. The frequency responses for that case
show two maxima in the ranges of 22 kHz to 25 kHz and 75 kHz to 90 kHz, and one minimum in the range of 42 kHz to 56 kHz. In contrast to the frequency response shown for
changing static pressure, here differences are seen in both the shape of the response curves
and the frequency ranges where the maxima and minima occur. The combined influence
of non-ambient static pressure and non-ambient temperature on the frequency response can
be seen in figure 4. When compared with the previously discussed results, the amplitude
response varies more strongly with frequency and the wavy shape of the response curves
show maxima and minima that go from −20.1 dB to +9.0 dB. As can be clearly seen, the
amplitude response to variation of static pressure and temperature is not a linear combination of the amplitude response caused by varying the static pressure or temperature alone.
The phase shift between the microphones is of essential importance for the beamforming
calculation (see section IV.A). Thus, figure 5 shows the standard deviation of the phase
response of the four microphones. In general, the standard deviation of the phase response
increases from 0.5 deg at 1 kHz up to approximately 10 deg at 100 kHz. Also, the deviation
tends to be higher for increased static pressures. A phase mismatch of 5 deg to 10 deg is
within the phase mismatch found for commercially used Array-Microphones25 . Additionally,
the influence on the beamforming result has been estimated by a calculation with a simulated
source with due consideration of the measurement setup (microphone positions, focus grid),
to be described in section III.A. The distribution of the phase variance for all microphones
has been assumed to be rectangular7 . The influence of a phase variance of 10 deg for all
frequencies was shown to be smaller than 0.05 dB for the source amplitude. while the deviation from the source position was less than the focus grid resolution (dxy = 5 mm). Thus
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the influence of phase variation can be neglected in our setup.

Figure 2. Frequency response of the Brüel&Kjær Type 4944A cryogenic pressure-field 1/4inch microphones at an ambient temperature of 290 K and various static pressures. The results
are normalized to the frequency response at 110 kPa and 290 K.

Figure 3. Frequency response of the Brüel&Kjær Type 4944A cryogenic pressure-field 1/4inch microphones at ambient static pressure (110 kPa) and various temperatures. The results
are normalized to the frequency response at 110 kPa and 290 K.
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Figure 4. Frequency response of the Brüel&Kjær Type 4944A cryogenic pressure-field 1/4inch microphones at 400 kPa and various temperatures. The results are normalized to the
frequency response at 110 kPa and 290 K.

Figure 5. Standard deviation of the phase response of the Brüel&Kjær Type 4944A cryogenic
pressure-field 1/4-inch microphones at an ambient temperature of 120 K and various static
pressures.

III.
A.

Measurements

Setup

The measurements were performed at the European Transonic Windtunnel ETW located
at the ETW Cologne site. The ETW facility is a high Reynolds number transonic wind
tunnel of Göttingen-type with a 2.0 m x 2.4 m closed test section. The Mach number range
is from 0.15 to 1.35. By injection of liquid nitrogen, the wind tunnel can be operated over a
temperature range of 110 to 310 K and the total pressure can be varied between about 115
and 450 kPa. The ETW can thereby provide full-scale (viz. real-flight) Reynolds numbers
and independent variation of Reynolds number, Mach number and load. Further details are
given in a paper by Quest11 .
Based on the prototype microphone array used for the PETW-test6 , a microphone array suit7 of 34

able for cryogenic and pressurized testing consisting of 96 microphones was constructed. For
the microphones 1/4-inch cryogenic condenser microphones of type 4944A by Brüel&Kjær
were used. The variation in amplitude response caused by varying the static pressure and/or
the temperature has already shown in section II. The positioning of microphones is limited
to dummy window plates and side wall slot inserts: three dummy window plates and two
side wall slot inserts of the test section were used for the installation of the microphones, see
figure 6.
The limitation for the microphone positioning leads to strong sidelobes in the beamforminga
procedure caused by insufficient spatial sampling. Thus, different microphones of the array
were used for the evaluation of conventional maps (with no deconvolution applied); however,
all microphones were used for the calculation of the deconvoluted CLEAN-SC13 maps.
Figure 6 shows the 96 microphone positions in the (x, y)-plane. The microphones in the
central dummy window were arranged in spiral arms. The two outer dummy windows and
the side wall slots lead to an oval arrangement of the microphones. For conventional maps
with frequencies greater than 15 kHz the microphones of the central dummy window were
used (cyan and red). For frequencies up to 15 kHz, the microphones of the oval circle, the
outer circle of the central dummy window and the central microphone were used (blue and
red). This entails 44 microphones for covering the low frequency range and 66 microphones
for the high frequency range when calculating conventional maps.

Figure 6. Microphone positions in the (x, y)-plane viewed from outside the test section. For
different frequency ranges different microphones are used.

The Airbus K3DY half-model is located in the center of the test section and mounted on
a

see section IV
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the top. The model of scale 1:13.6 is installed in landing configuration and has a half-spanwidth of 1.247 m and a mean aerodynamic chord length of δ = 0.308 m. The model is not
equipped with a landing gear. For the whole half-model no tripping device was applied.
Table 1 summarizes the half model setup and figure 7 shows a photo of the half-model and
the microphone array using the compressed laminated wood inserts in the wind tunnel side
wall.
General
model scale

1:13.6

half span width

1.247 m

aerodynamic chord length

0.308 m

Flap angles
slat

26 deg

flaps

34 deg

aileron

10 deg
Table 1. Model data.

Figure 7. Photo of the test section with the microphone array mounted into the side wall
(wooden inserts) and the K3DY half model in the center. By courtesy of ETW and Airbus.

One important aspect is the increase of load caused by the increased total pressure. Variation of the wind tunnel pressure pstat causes an increased dynamic pressure q, which has an
aeroelastic effect on the wing causing wing will deform it. Together with the temperature
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dependent Young’s modulus E, q/E is a measure for the elastic deformation. This was taken
into consideration in the choice of the definition of measurement points, wherewith the effect
of the elastic deformation can be separated from the effect of the Reynolds number.
The measurements were performed at three different Reynolds numbers (by way of example
values for M = 0.203): Reδ = 1.43 · 106 as a reference for standard wind tunnels, 5.17 · 106 as
an increased Reynolds number and 20.06 · 106 representing the real-flight Reynolds number.
The Reynolds number 5.17 · 106 could be achieved in two different ways: by increasing the
total pressure at ambient temperature and by decreasing the temperature at ambient pressure. Taking the elastic deformation q/E into account, four data points (DP I to DP IV)
were chosen for each Mach number. Table 2 shows the flow parameter for each data point
and figure 8 depicts the data points versus the static pressure and the Reynolds number for
a Mach number of M = 0.203.

Measurement Temperature
T [K]

Static pressure
pstat [kPa]

Reynolds number
Reδ [106 ]




Deformation


q/E[10−8 ]

M = 0.175

M = 0.203

M = 0.225

DP I

310

110

1.23 (1.16)

1.43 (1.55)

1.58 (1.89)

DP II

125

115

4.47 (1.16)

5.17 (1.55)

5.70 (1.89)

DP III

310

399

4.47 (4.22)

5.17 (5.64)

5.70 (6.88)

DP IV

120

419

17.35 (4.22)

20.06 (5.64)

22.18 (6.88)

Table 2. Flow parameter of the data points DP I to DP VI for Mach numbers of 0.175, 0.203
and 0.225.

Figure 8. Data points for a Mach number of 0.203 versus the static pressure and the Reynolds
number.

This setup of measurement points has the following features:
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1. DP I and DP II: same elastic deformation but a different Reynolds number
2. DP III and DP IV: same elastic deformation but a different Reynolds number
3. DP II and DP III: same Reynolds number but different elastic deformation
Thus the effect of the elastic deformation can be separated from the effect of the Reynolds
number. In summary, measurements were performed at Mach numbers of 0.175, 0.203 and
0.225 leading to different deformations and Reynolds numbers. The angle-of-attack α at
each Mach- and Reynolds number was varied from 3 deg to 9 deg for each data point.
B.

Data Recording

Microphone signals were simultaneously sampled by a data acquisition system located outside
the tunnel shell with an A/D conversion of 16 bits and a sampling frequency of 150 kHz. The
recording period for each measurement was 30 s. To reduce the influence of the low frequency
wind tunnel noise, a second-order high-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 500 Hz was used.
The measured data were corrected with regard to the filter response and the responses for
different static pressures and temperatures. The data were processed using an overlap of 50%
and a fast-Fourier transform block size of 4096 samples, with a Hanning window, yielding
2197 averages and a narrowband frequency resolution of 36.6 Hz. s

IV.
A.

Data Processing

Beamforming

The array data were processed using the beamforming algorithm in the frequency domain
to obtain the reconstructed source auto-powers Ŝexp on a grid at scan locations yf :
Ŝexp (yf , ω) = eH RDR e.

(1)

RDR denotes the cross-correlation matrix of the microphone signals dependent on frequency
ω. The subindex DR denotes that the diagonal term of the cross correlation matrix R
has been set to zero. The phasor e describes the relevant phase shift based on the point
source assumption under homogeneous flow conditions. Additionally, e incorporates distance
scaling in terms of sensor weighting. This was performed using the conventional beamforming
approach,12 which leads to a relative weighting of the sensors to each other, and which is
inversely proportional to the source distance from the sensor. H denotes the conjugate
transpose. The array output is calculated on an equidistant discrete grid (dxy = 5 mm)
with 69165 grid points. The grid covers the region of interest in an observation plane of
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1.30 m × 1.32 m on the half-model. For each calculation it is rotated by the K3DY model
angle-of-attack, whilst also taking into account the dihedral angle. The reconstructed sound
power levels are normalized to a reference distance of r0 = 1 m to each grid point. The grid
used in the present study can be seen in figure 9.

Figure 9. Focus points of the array calculations and the microphone positions in the (x, y)plane. The location of the half-model is sketched in the background. The subgrid boundaries
for the slat and the flap area are sketched with the blue lines.

As illustrated in figure 6, the conventional maps were calculated using different microphones
for different frequency ranges. Additionally, source maps were calculated using the CLEANSC13 algorithm. In case of the CLEAN-SC source maps all microphones were used. The
sound-pressure-level spectra are obtained by integrating all sources (without the CLEAN-SC
residual) found by the CLEAN-SC algorithm over a defined area on the grid.
B.

Condition corrections

In a cryogenic and pressurized test section the acquired data highly depend on the different
temperatures and pressures in the test section. For comparability, the influence of those
quantities must be considered in terms of a correction.
The evaluation of the measurements leads to a data set of sound pressures depending on
the density ρ, the Mach number M, and the speed of sound a. Assuming a perfect gas, its
density is described by the ideal gas law:
ρ=

pstat
.
RT
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(2)

The speed of sound is given by:
s
a(pstat , T ) =

γ(pstat , T )RT
.
mmol

(3)

R denotes the molar gas constant and mmol the molar mass. Both are constant for pure
nitrogen. The slight change of the adiabatic index γ in the examined pressure and temperature range can be obtained from tabulation.14 Both quantities, ρ and a, depend on the static
pressure pstat and the temperature T and affect the radiated sound pressure p0 .
Furthermore, a correction is required to take into account the alteration of the radiated sound
pressure caused by the different temperatures and pressures. Ideally, this correction would
account for the influence of both temperature and pressure on the radiated sound power, so
that any remaining variations could be ascribed to changes in Mach- and Reynolds number.
This correction will be also dependent on the assumptions made for the nature of the source.
Airframe noise sources can be of several types with different mechanisms. Most often, airframe noise sources can be modeled as unsteady forces acting perpendicular to a surface, so
called dipole sources.15–18 Thus in this paper, these kinds of sources are considered to be the
main contributing sources from the half model in the test section. As can be derived from
the Ffowcs Williams-Hawkings solution of the acoustic analogy with surface sources (see
Crighton et al19 , p.334ff; or as has been shown by Curle20 in a similar manner), the sound
generated in terms of the mean-squared density fluctuations ρ0 in the far-field for compactb
dipole sources at low Mach numbers is of order
ρ02 ∝

ρ2 u6∞ D2
.
a6 r 2

(4)

In equation 4 the parameters dependent on temperature and pressure are now identified
in order to obtain a correction for only these parameters. First, the length scale D and the
distance r to the source are assumed to be constant. Then the acoustic density fluctuations
in terms of the Mach number are of order:
ρ02 ∝ ρ2 M 6 .

(5)

With the acoustic pressure-density relation p0 = ρ0 c2 derived from the linearized Euler equation, equation 5 can be rewritten as
p02 ∝ ρ2 a4 M 6 .
b

(6)

compact source: The characteristic length scale D of the source is considerably smaller than the wavelength λ.
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For a constant Mach number the decibel correction for dipole sources considering the different
temperatures and static pressures in the test section is calculated by:

∆dB = 20 log10

ρa2
ρ0 a20


.

(7)

with ρ0 = 1.25 kg/m3 and a0 = 337 m/s (c and ρ for pure nitrogen at international standard
atmosphere conditions pstat,0 = 101325 Pa and T0 = 288.15 K). With the help of equation 7
the data acquired at different pressures and temperatures can be normalized. The correction
is significant: 12.7 dB for data recorded at pstat = 420 kPa and T = 120 K.
It should be emphasized that if this correction is applied to the measured data, differences
found in the comparison are also dependent on the assumptions made. Thus differences
found can be related to an effect of the Reynolds number, the Mach number and deviating
source mechanisms, such as, for example, jet noise, cavity noise or noise from non-compact
objects.
The (ρa2 )2 -correction from equation 7 is similar to that introduced by Stoker3 for airframe
noise measurements in a pressurized environment. Stoker uses a p2stat -correction, which he
refers to in his paper without, however, showing how it was derived. If the slight change of the
adiabatic index γ is neglected (see equation 2 and 3) the (ρa2 )2 -correction is equal to the p2stat correction, independent of temperature variations. Deviating from that, Hayes2 introduced
a ρ2 -correction also based on the Ffowcs Williams-Hawkings solution for aerodynamic noise
generated in the presence of solid boundaries. This approach is similar to that of the (ρa2 )2 and p2stat -correction as long as no temperature variation occurs (see equation 2).
As an additional normalization approach, the results will be compared at the same Strouhal
number instead of frequency to account for the different flow velocities, even the Mach
numbers are still the same at these different temperatures and pressures (see Ahlefeldt5 ).
Here, the Strouhal number will be defined using the mean aerodynamic chord length δ and
the free stream velocity u∞ :
f ·δ
Stδ =
.
(8)
u∞
As discussed for the application of the condition correction (equation 7), differences found
in a comparison can be related to source mechanisms not scaling with the Strouhal number
normalized with the free stream velocity and the mean aerodynamic chord length, i.e. cavity
noise.
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V.
A.

Experimental Results

Source maps

The source maps were computed over the grid region shown in figure 9 using the conventional
beamforming method and the CLEAN-SC deconvolution method described previously. The
variations in amplitude response for the microphones at different pressures and temperatures as well as the condition correction were applied to the data. In the following, only
CLEAN-SC results (without the CLEAN-SC residual) are shown. It should be noted that
conventional maps were also computed (but are not shown) for the verification of the sources
found by the CLEAN-SC algorithm. For the entire range of frequencies, the widths of the
clean beams were set to 5 cm at 3 dB below the peak. As shown in section IV.B, the results
are plotted as functions of the Strouhal number Stδ (normalized with the mean aerodynamic
cord length δ). With respect to the definition of the Strouhal number (equation 8) and the
model scale (see table 1) the chosen Strouhal number range of 20 to 200 corresponds to
the full scale frequencies (for standard atmosphere conditions with pstat,0 = 101325 Pa and
T0 = 288.15 K) shown in table 3.
Mach number

Full scale frequency range for
20 ≤ Stδ ≤ 200

0.175

289 Hz ≤ ff s ≤ 2887 kHz

0.203

335 Hz ≤ ff s ≤ 3352 kHz

0.225

372 Hz ≤ ff s ≤ 3722 kHz

Table 3. Full scale frequency ranges at standard conditions for a Strouhal number range of 20
to 200.

Source maps are shown in figure 10 and 11 for a Mach number of M = 0.203 and an
angle-of-attack of α = 3 deg for different Reynolds numbers (DP I to DP IV). The sound
pressure level for the results is normalized to the maximum level of DP I at Stδ,1/3Oct = 20.
Thus, all source maps from figure 10 and 11 are quantitatively comparable. Each source
map is plotted with a dynamic range of 20 dB. To facilitate comparison, the maximum level
of this dynamic range in figures 10 and 11 is that appropriate for the maximum level for
each Strouhal number band.
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Figure 10. Comparison of the CLEAN-SC source maps (dB) at M = 0.203, α = 3 deg and
q/E = 1.55 · 10−8 ; DP I (a-d): Reδ = 1.43 · 106 ; DP II (e-h): Reδ = 5.17 · 106 . Displayed are
the 3rd-octave Strouhal number band results normalized to the maximum level of DP I at
Stδ,1/3Oct = 20.
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Figure 11. Comparison of the CLEAN-SC source maps (dB) at M = 0.203, α = 3 deg and
q/E = 5.64 · 10−8 DP III (a-d): Reδ = 5.17 · 106 ; DP IV (e-h): Reδ = 20.06 · 106 . Displayed
are the 3rd-octave Strouhal number band results normalized to the maximum level of DP I at
Stδ,1/3Oct = 20.
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1.

Reynolds number effects

Figure 10 shows a comparison of results at Re = 1.43 · 106 (left hand column) and 5.17 · 106
(right hand column). The elastic deformation q/E = 1.55 · 10−8 is the same for all plots.
In general the source maps show dominant sources at the inboard slats, the slat tracks and
the flap side edge, with less dominant sources at the flap and the flap track fairings. At a
Strouhal number of 20, there are differences on the slat. For one source on the outer slat the
level is increased by about 7 dB, and several other sources on the slat show small changes in
amplitude up to 3 dB. At Strouhal numbers of 90 and 130, the maps show also a different
behavior. The map on the left for the lower Reynolds number shows additional dominant
sources on the slat: a source on the slat cove close to the nacelle and a dominant source
on an outer slat track. The higher Reynolds number map shows that these sources lose
their dominant tonal character. Instead, an additional source of somewhat lower significance
appears for a Strouhal number of 130 on the inboard flap side edge. Verified by video
surveillance of the test section, this source was attributable to a tape which had become
partly detached during the last measurement in the time schedule (DP II). The maps for
a Strouhal number of 190 are similar, only that at the higher Reynolds number the overall
level is increased by approximately 3 dB.
Figure 11 shows the comparison between Re = 5.17 · 106 and Re = 20.06 · 106 . The elastic
deformation q/E = 5.64 · 10−8 is the same for all plots. Up to a Strouhal number of 90 the
maps show little variation. Small variations up to 3 dB can be found on the slat tracks and
the inner slat. For a Strouhal number of 130, the source map for the real-flight Reynolds
number shows considerable differences. Sources with a significantly increased noise level
appear on the inner flap and on one flap fairing, with the source level on the flap-side edge
being increased by about 3 dB. The sources on the inner flap are the most dominant ones
for the real-flight Reynolds number case, where the source levels on the slat are decreased
by 3 dB to 5 dB. At a Strouhal number of 190 the source map for the real-flight Reynolds
number again shows additional sources. They are the most dominant and can be found on
the inner and outer flaps close to the flap fairings.
2.

Deformation effects

The effect of the elastic deformation can be observed by comparing DP II and DP III (figure 10 f-h vs. figure 11 a-d). In this comparison the Reynolds number is the same but the
elastic deformation is different. For Strouhal numbers up to 90 the comparison shows almost
the same map; the sound sources are almost equal in location and source strength. For
higher Strouhal numbers the comparison shows in general the same map, but, nevertheless,
several differences can still be observed. For the lower q/E an additional source of lower
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dominance appears on the inboard flap side edge (which had been attributed to a detached
tape) and at a Strouhal number of 190 the overall level of the sources on the slat and the
flap is increased by 3 dB to 4 dB.
To conclude, the results obtained at the same Reynolds number but different temperatures (125 K and 310 K), pressures (115 kPa and 399 kPa) and deformation (1.55 · 10−8 and
5.64 · 10−8 ) lead to almost the same results.
3.

Summary

To summarize the observations from the maps, three important statements can be made:
First, for low Strouhal numbers up to 100 the Reynolds number and the q/E variations have
only a very slight effect on the source maps.
An exception to this are sources on the slat with a strong tonalc character, which disappear
with a rise of the Reynolds number. In terms of slat cove noise, this is consistent with
observations made by for example Dobrzynski18 , that different noise mechanisms occuring
at the slat cove – i.e. a) cavity resonances caused by Tollmien-Schlichting boundary layer
instabilities, flow separation at the slat hook and b) slat trailing-edge bluntness noise – can
be considered a model artifact due to too low Reynolds numbers (a) and manufacturing and
handling constraints (b). This observation has also been made by the author in a test with
a half model in a cryogenic wind tunnel facility, as mentioned previously.5
Secondly, for the real-flight Reynolds number and high Strouhal numbers additional dominant noise sources appear on the flap, possibly related to a thinner boundary layer interacting
with the flap gap flow and the flap track fairings and/or the trailing edge of the wing. Based
on the observations made, these sources on the flap can be attributed to Reynolds number
effects. Thirdly, it was shown that the results obtained at different temperatures, pressures
and deformations but the same Reynolds number showed almost the same results.
B.

Spectra

1.

Entire wing

In the following, sound pressure level spectra are shown. They are obtained by integrating
all sources calculated by the CLEAN-SC algorithm (without the CLEAN-SC residual) over
the grid region shown in figure 9. The variations in amplitude response for the microphones
at different pressures and temperatures as well as the condition correction has been applied
to the data.
The spectra for different Reynolds numbers at a Mach number of 0.203 and three different
angles-of-attack (3 deg, 7 deg and 9 deg) are compared in figure 12. The results are displayed
c

Those tones have already been investigated previously in experimental21 and numerical22 studies
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versus the Strouhal number (based on δ = 0.308 m), shown in the range of 20 to 200 for
each spectrum.
For each angle-of-attack, the overall shape of the spectra for different Reynolds numbers is
similar. From low to high Strouhal numbers, the sound pressure level decreases; this decrease
is more pronounced at Strouhal numbers below 100. The results at the three angles-of-attack
show differences, as seen in the comparison with the three Reynolds numbers and the two
deformation cases. For each angle-of-attack peaks can be found at around Stδ ≈ 40 and
Stδ ≈ 55. For these peaks the amplitude varies with the Reynolds number, while the Strouhal
number at which these maxima occur appears to be dependent on the Reynolds number.
For angles-of-attack of 3 deg and 9 deg the spectra for the Reynolds number of 1.43 · 106
show several narrow tonal components in the range of Stδ = 50 to Stδ = 130. These tonal
components reach levels up to 15 dB above the broadband level. With few exceptions they
are not present at increased Reynolds numbers and they disappear completely at the realflight Reynolds number. As observed in the narrow-band source maps (not shown here),
these tones originate from the slat coves and the slat tracks. For an angle-of-attack of 3 deg
a broadband increase of about 3 dB to 5 dB can be observed at the real-flight Reynolds
number in the range of Stδ = 100 to Stδ = 150. At 7 deg this increase can also be observed
for a Reynolds number of 5.17 · 106 . Here the broadband increase includes several significant
tonal components. In general, at Strouhal numbers above 150 the overall level is increased by
2 to 5 dB for higher Reynolds numbers at angles-of-attack of 3 deg and 7 deg. Remarkably,
for the data points DP II and DP IV a broadband increase appears for Strouhal numbers
above 140. This increase occurs at all angles-of-attack.
Two major observations can be made from the spectra for the whole wing. First, dominant
narrow tonal components at low Reynolds numbers disappear for higher Reynolds numbers,
and secondly, several significant broadband increases can be observed for higher Reynolds
numbers in the Strouhal number range above 100.
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Figure 12. Sound pressure level (dB) versus Strouhal number for different Reynolds numbers
at a Mach number of 0.203 and different angles-of-attack.

2.

Background Noise

For comparison, the sound pressure level spectra for α = 7 deg are plotted together with
the background noise level in figure 13. The background noise was estimated by using the
main diagonal of the cross spectral matrix R. Thereby, the background noise contains the
boundary layer induced noise as well as acoustic noise radiated from the model and the
wind tunnel. By way of example the results from the center microphone (see also figure 6)
are shown. The sound pressure level spectra obtained from the cross spectral matrix are
corrected using equation 7 and the reference distance also used for the beamformer output
(r0 = 1 m). With the condition correction applied it should be noted that in this case the
assumptions made for equation 7 are less valid for the sources included in the background
noise (boundary layer noise, wind tunnel noise). Figure 13 shows the background noise
versus the versus Strouhal number (top) and the frequency (bottom). For comparison the
dotted lines show the reconstructed sound power level (dB) for an angle-of-attack of 7 deg.
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Figure 13. Sound pressure level (dB) of the background noise for different Reynolds numbers
at a Mach number of 0.203 versus Strouhal number. For comparison the dotted lines show
the reconstructed sound power level (dB) for an angle-of-attack of 7 deg.

The overall shape of the spectra for different Reynolds numbers is similar. For each case
spectral components of acoustic sources related to the model are also visible. From low to
high Strouhal numbers, the sound pressure level of the background noise decreases. Differences can be found for higher Strouhal numbers. Compared to DP I and DP III the
decrease is less pronounced for DP II and DP IV; here the background noise is increased
up to 8 dB depend on the Strouhal number. DP III shows a hump around Stδ = 120, due
to a dominance of acoustic sources related to the model. In general, the background noise
is increased for the cases with the lower temperatures. In comparison with the sound pressure levels reconstructed with the conventional beamforming approach and CLEAN-SC, the
background noise was shown to be higher. Nevertheless, as was shown in section V.A, the
relevant sources could still be successfully reconstructed.

3.

Subgrids: Slat and Flap

As can be seen in the source maps, sources appear on different areas on the wing. For a
simple comparison, the sources on the slat and the flap are separated. Two subgrids were
chosen which cover the regions of interest. The sound pressure level for each source region is
then obtained by integrating all sources (without the CLEAN-SC residual) calculated by the
CLEAN-SC algorithm over the subgrids for the slat and the flap regions shown in figure 9.
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The condition correction (equation 7) has been applied to the data.
The spectra for the slat sources are shown on the left side in figure 14. The overall shape of
these spectra for different Reynolds numbers is similar. The previously described broadband
increase for DP II at Strouhal numbers above 140 is visible for all angles-of-attack. Differences can be observed at different angles-of-attack. At 3 deg two effects of the Reynolds
number can be observed: (i) various slat tone peaks, which disappear for higher Reynolds
numbers, and (ii) a peak at a Strouhal number of 57 related to the outboard slat close to
the nacelle, which disappears only for the flight Reynolds number. At an angle-of-attack of
7 deg the broadband increase around a Strouhal number of 120 with several significant tonal
components is of significance. This increase is related to sources on the inboard slat and
appears only for a Reynolds number of 5.17 · 106 . However, the spectra for Reδ = 1.43 · 106
and Reδ = 20.06 · 106 are very similar. At an angle-of-attack of 9 deg the comparison shows
only sporadic differences except for several narrow tonal components at the lowest Reynolds
number.
The spectra for the flap sources are shown on the right side in figure 14. Again, the previously described broadband increase for DP II at Strouhal numbers above 140 is visible for
all angles-of-attack. The comparison shows a strong Reynolds number dependence for all
angles-of-attack. A hump is visible at a Strouhal number of 40. There is a 3 dB decrease
in peak height when going from the lowest to the highest (flight-) Reynolds number. For
Stδ = 50 to Stδ = 100 the overall level is increased by about 5 dB for the flight Reynolds number. Of major significance is a large broadband increase appearing in the range of Stδ = 100
to Stδ = 150 at the flight Reynolds number and for all angles-of-attack. This hump is related
to sources on the inboard flap (see figure 11) and shows a level increase of about 10 dB. A
similar peak can be observed in the range of Stδ = 125 to Stδ = 165 at Reδ = 5.17 · 106 ,
also related to sources on the inboard flap. Another significant broadband increase appears
around a Strouhal number of 180 for the flight-Reynolds number case. This peak is related
to sources on the midboard and inboard flap (see figure 11) and shows a level increase of
about 10 dB.
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Figure 14. Comparison of slat (left) and flap (right) sources: sound pressure level (dB) versus
Strouhal number for different Reynolds numbers and angles-of-attack.

The following observations can be made from the spectra for the slat and the flap regions:
Dominant narrow tonal components on the slat at low Reynolds numbers disappear for increased Reynolds numbers. Apart from these narrow tonal components, the spectra for the
slat region for different Reynolds numbers are very similar. However, the spectra for the
flap region show a strong Reynolds number dependence. This is caused by dominant sources
appearing at flight-Reynolds numbers.
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4.

Discussion

The broadband increase for DP II at Strouhal numbers above 140 was shown to be independent of the different source locations (slat and flap). Thus, it is probably not caused by the
change in deformation or changes of other aerodynamic parameters, such as, for example
an increased level of turbulence at lower temperatures. Additionally, very large focus point
grids were used to look for interfering sources; no relevant sources were found. Consequently,
this broadband increase can only be caused by the sensor and/or the method of analysis of
the results.
One possible reason could be an uncertainty in the amplitude correction used here for different temperatures and pressures, as presented in section II. For discussion, figure 15 shows
the amplitude correction for each of the four data points versus the Strouhal number at a
Mach number of 0.203. As can be seen, the correction is significant for each data point and
depends strongly on the Strouhal number. Compared to the observed broadband increase in
the measured data for Strouhal numbers above 140, the correction of the data point DP II
shows a different shape and size. Thus it can be said that here is most probably no systematic error due to the frequency response correction.
Another reason could be an unknown alteration of wind tunnel conditions (i.e. temporary
icing), affecting the performance of the sensors or pre-amplifiers. This question will need to
be addressed in further tests.

Figure 15. Frequency response of the Bruel&Kjær Type 4944A cryogenic pressure-field 1/4inch microphones at the different data points DP I to DP IV for a Mach number of 0.203.
The results are normalized to the frequency response at 110 kPa and 290 K.

C.

Total sound pressure level

In the following, total sound pressure levels are shown. They are obtained by integrating the
sound pressure level obtained by the CLEAN-SC algorithm over a specific grid point area
and over an individual Strouhal number range. The condition correction (equation 7) has
been applied to the data. Due to the discussed broadband increase at the data point DP II
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shown in section B, the results from DP II are not taken into account in this section.
Additionally, the Mach number scaling of the sound pressure depending on the angle-ofattack and on certain Reynolds number ranges is shown and discussed. Also the dependence
of the acoustic results on the lift, drag and pitching moment was examined. No relationship
between these global forces and the radiated acoustic pressures could be found. As, for example, shown by Kröber24 , the information obtained from global forces is of little relevance
for interpretation of these aeroacoustic studies, since only the local forces in the wing section are relevant for the source. These local values, however, were not measured in this work.

1.

Entire wing

Figure 16 depicts the total sound pressure level integrated over the whole focus point grid
shown in figure 9 and integrated over a Strouhal number range from 20 to 200. Each subplot
represents the result for one angle-of-attack versus the Reynolds number, where the different
line styles refer to the different Mach numbers. In general, the sound pressure level increases
slightly with the Reynolds number by about 1 dB. This increase is related to the previously
mentioned broadband increase for increased Reynolds numbers on the inner and outer flap.
Deviations from this behavior occur at all Mach numbers at the lowest Reynolds numbers for
α = 3 deg, M = 0.175 and α = 9 deg. This is related to the previously mentioned dominant
sources on the slat with a strong tonal character, which disappear with a rise of the Reynolds
number.
In analogy to figure 12, one would expect an increased total sound pressure level for the
low Reynolds numbers caused by the tonal components of the dominant sources on the
slat, especially for α = 3 deg and α = 9 deg. For α = 3 deg the tonal components from
the slat at low Reynolds numbers are compensated by several spectral components for the
higher Reyonolds numbers. These are peaks at very low Strouhal numbers Stδ ≈ 25 and
the broadband increase above Stδ = 100. For α = 9 deg the tonal components are mainly
compensated by the peak at Stδ ≈ 55. Thus the integration over the whole Strouhal number
range from 20 to 200 gives only a general overview and does not accounts for all major effects.
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Figure 16. Total sound pressure level (dB) versus Reynolds number for different Mach numbers
at different angles-of-attack. Displayed are the results from DP I, DP III and DP IV. Regarding
DP II see section V.B.4.

Figure 17 depicts the Mach number scaling exponent of the total sound pressure. It was derived from the results by a least squares fit for the Reynolds number range of the data points
DP I to DP IV. It has to be noted that here there would be an error in the interpretation
of the obtained results if the change of the Reynolds number within the respective Reynolds
number range had a significant influence on the total sound power. Therefore the error-bar
shown in the figure illustrates the standard deviation within the respective Reynolds number
range. In general, the scaling exponent is in the range of 3 to 4.5, dependent on the Reynolds
number range and angle-of-attack. Low Reynolds numbers (DP I) show the smallest Mach
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number scaling exponents for angles-of-attack of 3 deg and 9 deg. In comparison to figure 14
this is probably related to the domination of the slat tones, whose scaling is less dependent
on the Mach number than on the Reynolds number. For the mid (DP III) and real-flight
(DP IV) Reynolds numbers the scaling exponent decreases almost linearly from about 4.3
to about 3.6. From figure 14 it can be seen that the dominant sources are broadband, tonal
slat sources and broadband peak sources on the inner and outer flap. The decrease of the
exponent with angle-of-attack is most likely related to the also decreasing domination of the
broadband peak source on the inner and outer flap. The source on the inner flap will be
discussed in the next subsection.
As opposed to the Mach number scaling for the entire wing found in these measurements
(M3 and M4.5 ), one can find in the literature17, 23 that the sound pressure level of high-lift
configurations scales usually between M5 and M6 . It was shown in the measurements in this
paper that this is probably related to sources which are less dependent on the Mach number
than on the Reynolds number.

Figure 17. Mach number scaling exponent versus angle-of-attack for different Reynolds number ranges. Displayed are the results from DP I, DP III and DP IV. Regarding DP II see
section V.B.4.

2.

Inner flaps

Figure 18 shows the total sound pressure level integrated over the inner flap area (subgrid:
inner flap with y < −0.57 m) shown in figure 9 and integrated over a Strouhal number
range from 100 to 165. Each subplot represents the result for one angle-of-attack versus
the Reynolds number, where the different lines refer to the different Mach numbers. Two
important observations can be made. First, the sound pressure level increases significantly
with the Reynolds number by about 20 dB. This increase is more pronounced for the lower
Reynolds number range. Second, the influence of the Mach number appears to be less
significant than the scaling with the Reynolds number.
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As also shown for the entire wing, figure 19 depicts the Mach number scaling exponent
of the total sound pressure for the Reynolds number range of the data points DP III and
DP IV. Again, the scaling exponent was derived from the results by a least squares fit for the
Reynolds number. Because the source is not present at low Reynolds numbers the results
of DP I are not shown. In general, the exponent is in the range of 3 to 5.5. The highest
exponents (5 to 5.5) are found for the real-flight Reynolds number range. Here the angleof-attack has only a small influence on the Mach number scaling. For the mid Reynolds
number range (DP III), the exponent decreases markedly with increasing angle-of-attack.
The results also demonstrate an increased standard deviation. In comparison to figure 14
this is probably related to a less significant source at higher angles-of-attack. Thus the
scaling exponent of this source cannot be determined suffiently accurately. In general, the
Mach number scaling in the range M5 to M5.5 indicates a dipole-like source mechanism for
the source on the inner flap.
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Figure 18. Total sound pressure level (dB) versus Reynolds number for different Mach numbers
at different angles-of-attack. Displayed are the results from DP I, DP III and DP IV. Regarding
DP II see section V.B.4.
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Figure 19. Mach number scaling exponent versus angle-of-attack for different Reynolds number ranges. Displayed are the results from DP III and DP IV.

VI.

Summary and Outlook

The DLR performed microphone array measurements at combined pressurized and cryogenic conditions in the European Transonic Windtunnel (ETW). In this demonstration experiment, the sound radiation from an Airbus K3DY half-model in a high-lift configuration
was successfully measured from Reynolds numbers of 1.23 · 106 up to real-flight Reynolds
numbers of 22.18 · 106 . To this end, a microphone array consisting of 96 microphones has
been developed, constructed and installed in the wind tunnel. The important outcomes of
this study are:
1. To our knowledge, this is the first time that airframe noise data of a small-scale model
have been acquired at real-flight Reynolds numbers.
2. In general, there are several sources with a significant Reynolds number dependency;
for example, sources on the inboard slat only appear at mid-level Reynolds numbers,
dominant sources on the flap at real-flight Reynolds number and various peaks in the
spectra with combined Strouhal- and Reynolds number dependencies.
3. A condition correction has been presented, derived from the ideal gas law and the
far-field of compact dipole sources. With this correction the data acquired at different
pressures and temperatures can be normalized. With this applied condition correction
the spectra showed very similar levels. The assumptions concerning the sound radiation
have thus been confirmed for this measurement and have been shown to be helpful in
identifying sources with significant Reynolds number dependencies.
4. The effect of the elastic deformation has been obtained by comparing measurements at
different temperatures and pressures but the same Reynolds number. The comparison
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shows almost the same results; here the effect of the elastic deformation has a very
little impact.
5. For Strouhal numbers up to 100 the Reynolds number has a small effect on the overall
radiated airframe noise. Exceptions to this are sources on the slat with a strong tonal
character, which disappear with a rise of the Reynolds number, and various peaks with
combined Strouhal- and Reynolds number dependencies.
6. For Strouhal numbers above 100 very significant broadband peak increases can be observed for real-flight Reynolds numbers. They are caused by various dominant sources
appearing on the flap at real-flight Reynolds numbers, possibly related to a thinner
boundary layer interacting with the flap gap flow and the flap track fairings and/or
the trailing edge of the wing.
The ability of measuring airframe noise at real-flight Reynolds numbers gives now the possibility of separating the effect of the Reynolds number from the effects of model-fidelity and
Mach number on aeroacoustic behavior. In order to demonstrate the suitability of aeroacoustic small-scale model measurements two further steps are necessary. First, the results from
these tests should be compared with wind tunnel tests of full scale model parts at the same
aerodynamic conditions, and second, ultimately, with flyover tests. This encompasses several
issues: for example, the attainment of comparable conditions and the related determination
of the most important factors (e.g. pressure distribution, flyover/wind tunnel corrections,
model-fidelity and deformation).
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